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Chapter 5

Integration of Muon Arms Into

PHENIX

5.1 Physics Program

5.1.1 Interface to Other Subsystems

The nosecones on the central magnet have been developed out of performance simulations
of the muon spectrometers. These studies have shown a signi�cant improvement of signal to
noise for Au-Au running as they enhance the ability to measure changes in vector meason
rates. Their present design has been reviewed by the Muon and MVD subsystem groups and
PHENIX management.

5.1.2 Magnets

The North Muon steel is presently being inspected and will be shipped, along with the Central
magnet, to Brookhaven in early 1996. The collaboration has already speci�ed the installation
requirements and the sevices needed to operate these magnets. After their installation, a
magnet mapping program is planned. This program will compare the measured �eld with
the �eld derived from simulation program, and will become part of the database used during
data analysis and further simulation studies. A general grid of 5-10 cm will be adequate for
most of the magnetic volume. A more careful measurement of the �eld over those regions
where there will be high gradients, such as the area close to the surface of the piston, and
where the symetry of the magnetic volume may be broken by mechanical supports, will be
made. Measurements on a grid of 1-2 cm spacing will be required.

Safety and access issues will need to be developed and implimented before installation of
detector hardware begins. These issues will not only be reviewed within the collaboration,
but also in conjunction with the RHIC facility safety committee. The South muon magnet
will be assembled in the assembly hall and rolled into location using the magnet/detector
carriages track system. This magnet will be mapped after the Central and North muon
magnet since it will be last into the hall.
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5.1.3 Ancillary Systems

The installation of the PHENIXmuon arms must be coordinated by the PHENIX integration
group for schedule, safety, and manpower. Services for magnets and detector systems must
be documented and reviewed before installation. Space around detector subsystems is at a
premium and therefore must be planned with care. This means routing services for detectors
must have clearly de�ned paths as the interface regions between di�erent detector subsystems
are very tight.

A major planning issue is the alignment and survey of the global detector. The
alignment and survey crew at the AGS accelerator facility is presently evaluating a plan
for monuments to be attached on the walls in the hall as well as on the detector sub-
systems. Lines of sight through the detector are di�cult to achieve, thus both muon
arms will have \active" alignment monitoring systems to track the variation in position
of the tracking stations in relationship to each other, as well as the PHENIX detector
global location. A spreadsheet document is available on the WWW PHENIX homepage
(http://rsgi01.rhic.bnl.gov/export1/phenix/WWW/phenix home.html), system integration
and engineering section, for both the North Muon Arm tracking and indenti�er.
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